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Testing the limits of diversification
This strategy can create value, but only if a company is the best possible owner of
businesses outside its core industry.
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Jannick Thomsen

It’s almost inevitable: to boost growth when a

result, unlikely pairings have largely disappeared.

company reaches a certain size and maturity,

In the United States, for example, by the end of

executives will be tempted to diversify. In extreme

2010 there were only 22 true conglomerates.1 Since

cases—the United States during the 1960s and

then, 3 have announced that they too would

1970s, for example—a corporation with a sharp

split up.

focus on its core business can end up as a mix
of strange bedfellows. One global oil enterprise

Yet too many executives still believe that diver-

famously acquired a computer business, another

sifying into unrelated industries reduces risks for

a retailer. And a major US utility once owned an

investors or that diversified businesses can

insurance company.

better allocate capital across businesses than the
market does—without regard to the skills needed

Although a few talented people over time have

to achieve these goals. Because few have such skills,

proved capable of managing diverse business port-

diversification instead often caps the upside

folios, today most executives and boards realize

potential for shareholders but doesn’t limit the

how difficult it is to add value to businesses that

downside risk. As managers contemplate moves

aren’t connected to each other in some way. As a

to diversify, they would do well to remember that
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in practice, the best-performing conglomerates in

generate unexpected returns. But the downside

the United States and in other developed markets

isn’t limited, because the performance of the more

do well not because they’re diversified but because

mature businesses found in most conglomerates

they’re the best owners, even of businesses out-

can fall a lot further than it can rise. Consider a

side their core industries (see sidebar, “Conglom-

simple mathematical example: if a business unit

erates in emerging markets”).

accounting for a third of a conglomerate’s value earns
a 20 percent TRS while other units earn 10 per-

Limited upside, unlimited downside

cent, the weighted average will be about 14 percent.

The argument that diversification benefits share-

But if that unit’s TRS is negative 50 percent, the

holders by reducing volatility was never compelling.

weighted average TRS will be dragged down to about

The rise of low-cost mutual funds underlined

2 percent, even before other units are affected.

this point, since that made it easy even for small

In addition, the poor aggregate performance can

investors to diversify on their own. At an aggre-

affect the motivation of the entire company

gate level, conglomerates have underperformed

and how the company is perceived by customers,

more focused companies both in the real econ-

suppliers, and potential employees.

omy (growth and returns on capital) and in the
stock market. From 2002 to 2010, for example,

Prerequisites for creating value

the revenues of conglomerates grew by 6.3 percent

What matters in a diversification strategy is whether

a year; those of focused companies grew by

managers have the skills to add value to busi-

9.2 percent. Even adjusted for size differences,

nesses in unrelated industries—by allocating capital

focused companies grew faster. They also expanded

to competing investments, managing their port-

their returns on capital by three percentage

folios, or cutting costs. Over the past 20 years, the

points, while the ROCs of conglomerates fell by one

TRS of the high and low performers among the

percentage point. Finally, median total returns

22 conglomerates remaining in 2010 clearly differed

to shareholders (TRS) were 7.5 percent for conglom-

on exactly these points. While the number of

erates and 11.8 percent for focused companies.

companies is too small for statistical analysis,
we did find three characteristics the high per-

As usual, the median doesn’t tell the entire story:

formers shared.

some conglomerates did outperform many focused
companies. And while the median return from

Disciplined (and sometimes contrarian) investors.

conglomerates is lower, the distribution’s shape tells

High-performing conglomerates continually

an instructive story: the upside is chopped off,

rebalance their portfolios by purchasing companies

but not the downside (exhibit). Upside gains are

they believe are undervalued by the market—

limited because it’s unlikely that all of a diverse

and whose performance they can improve. When

conglomerate’s businesses will outperform at the

Danaher identifies acquisition targets, for exam-

same time. The returns of units that do are

ple, those companies must be good candidates for

dwarfed by underperformers and therefore probably

higher margins, using the company’s well-known

won’t affect the entire conglomerate’s returns

Danaher Business System. By applying this strategy,

in a meaningful way. Moreover, conglomerates are

over the past 20 years Danaher has consistently

usually made up of relatively mature businesses,

managed to increase the margins of its acquired

well beyond the point where they would be likely to

companies. These include Gilbarco Veeder-Root,
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Exhibit

The distribution of TRS for conglomerates is instructive:
diversification often caps the upside potential for shareholders
but doesn’t limit the downside risk.
Distribution of S&P 500 companies by total returns to shareholders (TRS), n =4611
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companies in 2010 S&P 500 that were also publicly listed on Dec 31, 2002.
as any company with 3 or more business units that do not have common customers, distribution systems,
manufacturing facilities, or technologies.

2Defined

a leader in point-of-sale solutions, and Videojet

pany, which decides how to allocate it across

Technologies, which manufactures coding and

current and new business or investment opportu-

marking equipment and software. Both of those

nities, based on their potential for growth and

companies’ margins improved by more than

returns on invested capital. Berkshire Hathaway’s

700 basis points after they were acquired.

business units, for example, are rationalized
from a capital standpoint: excess capital is sent

Aggressive capital managers. Many large companies

where it is most productive, and all investments

base a business’s capital allocation for a given

pay for the capital they use.

year on its allocation the previous year or on the
cash flow it generates. High-performing con-

Rigorous ‘lean’ corporate centers. High-performing

glomerates, by contrast, aggressively manage capital

conglomerates operate much as better private-

allocation across units at the corporate level.

equity firms do: with a lean corporate center that

All cash that exceeds what’s needed for operating

restricts its involvement in the management

requirements is transferred to the parent com-

of business units to selecting leaders, allocating
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Conglomerates in emerging markets

The economic situation in emerging markets is

We can already see the rough contours of change

sufficiently distinctive to make us cautious

in the role conglomerates play in emerging

in applying insights gleaned from US companies.

markets. Infrastructure and other capital-intensive

While we expect the conglomerate structure

businesses are likely to be parts of large con-

to fade away eventually, the pace will vary from

glomerates as long as access to capital and connec-

country to country and industry to industry.

tions is important. In contrast, companies—
including export-oriented ones such as those in

In emerging markets, large conglomerates have

IT services and pharmaceuticals—that rely less on

economic benefits that don’t exist in the devel-

access to capital and connections tend to be

oped world. These countries still need to build up

focused on, rather than part of, large conglomerates.

their infrastructure—such projects typically
require large amounts of capital that smaller com-

The rise of IT services and pharmaceuticals in India

panies can’t raise. Companies also often need

and of Internet companies in China shows that

government approval to purchase land and build

the large conglomerates’ edge in access to mana-

factories, as well as government assurances

gerial talent has already fallen. As emerging mar-

that there will be sufficient infrastructure to get

kets open to more foreign investors, these compa-

products to and from factories and sufficient

nies’ advantage in access to capital will also

electricity to keep them operating. Large conglom-

decline. That will leave access to government as

erates typically have the resources and rela-

their last remaining strength, further restricting

tionships needed to navigate the maze of govern-

their opportunities to industries where its influence

ment regulations and to ensure relatively smooth

remains important. Although the time could

operations. Finally, in many emerging markets, large

be decades away, conglomerates’ large size and

conglomerates are more attractive to potential

diversification will eventually become impedi-

managers because they offer greater career devel-

ments rather then advantages.

opment opportunities.
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capital, vetting strategy, setting performance targets,

some centralized HR functions. Berkshire

and monitoring performance. Just as important,

Hathaway’s corporate center operates with no

these firms do not create extensive corporate-wide

integration of cross-cutting functions.

processes or large shared-service centers. (You
won’t find corporate-wide programs to reduce
working capital, say, because that may not be a priority for all parts of the company.) Business units

Value-destroying failures litter the history of

at Illinois Tool Works, for example, are primarily

diversification strategies. Executives considering

self-supporting, with broad authority to manage

one should ask themselves, first and foremost,

themselves as long as managers adhere to the com-

whether they have the skills to be the best owners

pany’s 80/20 (80 percent of a company’s revenue

of businesses outside their core industries.

is derived from 20 percent of its customers) and
innovation principles. The corporate center handles only taxes, auditing, investor relations, and

1	We define a conglomerate as a company with three or more

business units that do not have common customers, distribution
systems, technologies, or manufacturing facilities.
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